
Your good night’s sleep is important to us. Our regular Sofitel pillows are made with
soft duck down and feather fill, finished with a cotton cover. We invite you to

customise your pillow choice selecting a substitute from our bespoke pillow menu.
 

 Visit us at Sld by Sofitel located in the retail shopping area of our main lobby, and a
member of our friendly staff will be able assist you with your exchange. Open from
10am-6pm daily. Alternatively, dial 36 to speak to our housekeeping coordinator

between 8am – 8pm. 
 

Pillows subject to availability. 

 

PILLOW MENU

EEPSLEEPby Sofitel



A pillow with maximum firmness to provide the ultimate
overnight support. Offering enhanced support for your neck
and shoulders, this high loft pillow provides a consistent level
of support all night. 

DREAM TICKET BODY SUPPORT

Particularly useful for expectant mothers and those with sleep
issues, it conforms to varying positions of your body and
provides firm support. A comfortable choice for everyone to
use,  striking a good balance between fluffiness and firmness. 

LATEX PILLOW
The soft, springy properties of latex and fine holes across the
pillow surface increase airflow and help regulate sleeping
temperature. This latex design also offers high resilience,
bolstered support for the head and neck. 

SUPPORT LEVEL

MEDIUM - SOFT LOFT         MEDIUM LOFT     HIGH LOFT

LAVENDER PILLOW

The beautiful soothing fragrance of lavender has been used
through the ages to promote calm, deep slumber. Soothing
stress and releasing tension, this pillow aids guests to fall
asleep and wake up feeling well refreshed.

HIGH LOFT PROFILE

ALLERGY SENSITIVE

This high profile pillow is filled with sustainable ultrafibre and
encased in a cotton outer. Most suitable for side sleepers
providing anti-microbial protection. 

SPECIALTIES
Specialty pillows to suit your every need



For the guest who appreciates a selection of firm pillows on
offer. Includes a portion of firm 3D foam wrapped in silky-soft
polyester fibres to create a ‘firm-feel’ supportive sleeping
pillow.

DREAM RANGE

BLISS PILLOW

Add WOW to your beds with a set of lofty Bliss pillows! There’s
nothing quite like sinking into the bliss of 1000g of pre-
crimped, soft siliconized, microfiber filling tucked inside a
premium japara cotton outer.

FOAM CORE PILLOW

DREAM 900g

Of medium loft, pliable and soft you’re able to wrangle this
pillow to suit your sleeping position and wake up feeling
rejuvenated, refreshed, and ready to face the day.

DREAM 600g
This mid-range pillow is filled with 600g of sustainable
microfiber and encased in a crisp cotton outer. 

DREAMTICKET TRI PILLOW

In any position, the V-shape Tri Pillow aids relaxation by
supporting the head, neck and upper back. Full-size, with
excellent bounce-back qualities and a soft, smooth cotton
cover. 

SUPPORT LEVEL

With a focus on DreamGreen sustainability

MEDIUM - SOFT LOFT         MEDIUM LOFT     HIGH LOFT

Made from 25 Plastic Bottles

Made from 16 Plastic Bottles

Made from 23 Plastic Bottles

Made from 18 Plastic Bottles

Made from 25 Plastic Bottles




